
FLEXIBILITY | ASSEMBLED AND NOT ASSEMBLED PRODUCTS PAINTING

QUALITY| SPRAYERS PRODUCE AN EVEN COAT OF PAINT, LEAVING A HIGH-QUALITY FINISH

PRODUCTS
PAINTING



AUTOMATIC
MACHINE

TREATED WITH WOOD
STAIN 

SPRAY TECHNOLOGY
Benets

One of the main and most obvious benets of using a paint machine is the speed and exibility 
at which we can suggest our painting service for all of our products. A spray paint machine can 
get the work done faster and more consistently than manually painting. 
While the machine works faster, it improving quality too – sprayers produce an even coat of 
paint, leaving a high-quality nish.

With our painting service from now, we can suggest to our client's maximum exibility! Not 
assembled products as Grill cabins, Pavilions, Camping pods, and other products of any size 
you can order painted too!

 
PROFESSIONALLY 
SPRAY 

The high-quality preservative nish is 
professionally spray applied in the 
factory to one side of the wood. The 
product is treated in your choice of 
color. You can choose two colors for 
one product: one for almost all product 
details and another for nishing details. 

TREATED WITH WOOD
PAINT



STAIN | PAINT
Which type of painting should I use?

Properly painting and impregnating is one 
of the most important things to consider 
when thinking about how to extend your 
product lifetime.

Paint and natural wood nish instantly 
spruce up the aesthetics of your product. 
The decision you will need to make is if you 

want to use a water-based wood stain or 
paint. Both will offer you UV protection. The 
wood stains will allow the texture of the 
wood to show through and many are now 
available in a vast range of colors, however, 
paints will give you a intensive color, but will 
cover the grain and texture of the wood.

PROFESSIONAL WOOD
PROTECTION STAIN

FEATURES

Low - build stain

3 in 1: impregnation, priming and stain

Protects wood from moisture and provides effective protection 

against blue stain fungi

Increased solids content provides protection against nesting 

wasps

Protective film against mold and algae

Water-based: does not give off any unpleasant odors

Subsequent treatment without sanding

Long-term protection with uniform weathering

Penetrates deeply

Breathable

Does not flake

All colors are mixable with one another

Highly opaque

Does not flake

Alkali-resistant, including when used on mineral substrates

Weatherproof and moisture-regulating

Low solvent, environmentally compatible, mild odor

Quick drying

Scrub-proof

All colors are mixable with one another

Brilliant, pure, intensive colors have a lower hiding power due to 

their pigments

WEATHER PROTECTION
PAINT

CHARACTERISTIC DATA

0DENSITY (20 C) Approx. 1.03 g/cm³ Approx. 1.15 - 1.24 g/cm³

DEGREE OF GLOSS Matt Matt

COVERAGE Depth of 200 microns Depth of 200 microns 

The wood stain treatment 
shows the wood texture

The paint will cover the 
texture of the wood

AUTOMATIC
MACHINE



COLOR CARD

EXTERIOR WOOD STAIN COLORS 

     PINE / LARCH        RC260 TEAK              RC545 CHESTNUT          RC555

FIR GREEN          RC960  MAHAGONY       RC565 PALISANDER        RC720

SILVER GREY         RC970 NUT WOOD        RC660 PINE               RC270

RUSTIC OAK        RC360 LIGHT OAK         RC365 HEMLOCK          RC120

 WHITE           RC990 EBONY           RC790 SALT GREEN        RC965

PLEASE NOTE: The colors shown in the catalogue and website may not 100% match the color you will receive.  
The color of the wood material affects the nal color.

Water-based, quick drying premium total protection for wood outside. 
Thin layer varnish – 3 in 1: impregnation, primer, and varnish!



EXTERIOR WOOD PAINT COLORS 

Weather protection, water-based paints. High-performance and environmentally friendly.

     WHITE / RAL 9016 ANTRACITE GREY / RAL 7016 LIGHT GREY / RAL 7035

DUSTY GREY / RAL 7037 OXIDE RED / RAL 3009 JET BLACK / RAL 9005

MOSS GREEN / RAL 6005 AZURE BLUE / RAL 5009 GREY BROWN / RAL 8019

BROWN RED / RAL 3011

COLOR CARD

PLEASE NOTE: The colors shown in the catalogue and website may not 100% match the color you will receive.  
The color of the wood material affects the nal color.


